Redeem Your Birth Certificate
State BIRTH CERTIFICATES
- ora 'certified copy of birth'?
Is it possible to void and cancel a State issued "BIRTH CERTIFICATE" or "CERTIFICATE OF BIRTH"?
Yes. Is it possible to obtain a "certified copy" of a hospital or birthing center witness attestation - to a live
birth? Yes.
So, since the U.S. went bankrupt in 1933, all new money has to be borrowed into existence. All states started
issuing serial-numbered, certificated "warehouse receipts" for births and marriages in order to pledge the
people as collateral against those loans and municipal bonds taken out with the Federal Reserve's banks. The
"Full faith and credit" of the American people is said to be that which back the nation's debt. That simply
means the American people's ability to labor and pay back that debt. In order to catalog its laborers, the
government needed an efficient, methodical system of tracking its property to that end. Humans today are
looked upon merely as resources - "human resources," that is. Why do you think when you call to see if a
company is hiring, you have to go through a division known as Human Resource? The people are resources
to the government, their birth certificates are a security on the New York Stock Exchange, which is why if
you look at all birth certificate's in America, it will say at the bottom this is printed on security paper, do not
accept if not on full color security paper. At the bottom, you will always have a series of numbers, red
numbers printed on the birth certificate, in which those numbers are a security stock exchange number on the
World Stock Exchange, in which the American people are worth money to the International Bank that bought
the government in the 1930's.
Governmental assignment of a dollar value to the heads of citizens in America began on July 14, 1862, when
President Lincoln offered 6 percent interest bearing-bonds to states who freed their slaves on a "per head"
basis. The government knows that they can only extract so much money out of the economy, so their idea is
to bankrupt private owners so that the banks who are behind this syndicate become the owners of all the
assets in this country. That's the real scheme; that's the real motive. By encouraging Congress to spend
money it doesn't have, Congress has to turn around and "lien" on American labor and American private
property for collateral. See they do that by fraudulent conversion of birth certificates, for example. Doctors,
who are franchisees of the state, are obliged to sign birth certificates and forward them on to the Secretary of
State. They make certified copies and forward those birth certificates to the Department of Commerce in
Washington, D.C. The Department of Commerce does the same thing: they make certified copies and
forward them on to the International Monetary Fund in Brussels, Belgium.
Now this is the center of the hub of the banking syndicate and they are, of course, loaning these huge sums to
various governments around the world, including the Congress of the United States. The Congress needs
something for collateral, and what they use for collateral are these birth certificates. They get treated as
certificates in equity which mature on the 18th birthday of the person whose name appears on the birth
certificate. The bank then keeps track of these and uses the number that any particular nation has available, as
collateral on the international debt, as "performance units" on the international debt. These certificates in
equity end up being regarded as "performance units" on the international debt. The more of those you have,

the more money you can borrow. It's like this: the more collateral I have, the more money I can borrow from
banks and the more I can secure. So, governments are securing their international debt by "liening" on the
persons and property of their citizens. They're doing this on a massive scale, and it's technically a fraudulent
conversion of the birth certificate because, if they did that with your birth certificate, they never told you they
were doing it. They never told you they were obtaining a lien on your person and starting a third-party debt
that you're responsible for. You had no meaningful choice in the matter, which makes it an "unconscionable
contract" by definition.
In 1921, the federal Sheppard-Towner Maternity Act created the birth "registration" or what we now know as
the "birth certificate." It was known as the "Maternity Act" and was sold to the American people as a law that
would reduce maternal and infant mortality, protect the health of mothers and infants, and for "other
purposes." One of those other purposes provided for the establishment of a federal bureau designed to
cooperate with state agencies in the overseeing of its operations and expenditures. What it really did was
create a federal birth registry which exists today, creating "federal children." This government, under the
doctrine of "Parens Patriae," now legislates for American children as if they are owned by the federal
government. Through the public school enrollment process and continuing license requirements for most
aspects of daily life, these children grow up to be adults indoctrinated into the process of asking for
"permission" from the government imposing as God, to do all those things necessary to carry out daily
activities that exist in what is called a "free country."
Before 1921 the records of births and names of children were entered into family bibles, as were the records
of marriages and deaths. These records were readily accepted by both the family and the law as "official"
records.
Since 1921 the American people have been registering the births and names of their children with the
government of the state in which they are born, even though there is no federal law requiring it. The state
tells you that registering your child's birth through the birth certificate serves as proof that he/she was born in
the United States , thereby making him/her a United States Citizen. For the past several years a social
security number has been mandated by the federal government to be issued at birth. In 1933, bankruptcy was
declared by President Roosevelt. The governors of the then 48 States pledged the "full faith and credit" of
their states, including the citizenry, as collateral for loans of credit from the Federal Reserve system. To
wit:"Full faith and credit" clause of the Constitution of the United States article 4. sec. 1, requires that foreign
judgment be given such faith and credit as it had by law or usage of state of its origin. Foreign statutes are to
have force and effect to which they are entitled in the home state. And that a judgment or record shall have
the same faith, credit, conclusive effect, and obligatory force in other states as it has by law or usage in the
state from whence taken.
The state claims an interest in every child within its jurisdiction. The state will, if it deems it necessary,
nullify your parental rights and appoint a guardian (trustee) over your children. The subject of every birth
certificate is a child. The child is a valuable asset, which if properly trained, can contribute valuable assets
provided by its labor for many years. Why do you think they teach teachers to not only teach their students,
but their parents that their child needs a good education so that they can grow up and get a good job?
They have been making the people slaves for years and no one has ever stopped to question them on it? The
child itself, when born, is the asset of the trust established by the birth certificate, and the social security
number is the numbering or registration of the trust, allowing for the assets of the trust to be tracked, thus
making whomever gets a birth certificate owned by the state. Everyone who has a birth certificate, are
considered assets of the bankrupt United States of America, which makes them designated by this
government as "Human Resources". Again, ask yourself, why do you think when you call to see if a
company is hiring, you have to go through a division known as Human Resources?
Today we are defined as human resources, believed to be owned by the government. The government now
wants us, as individuals, to be tagged and tracked. Government mandated or legislated National I.D. is

unconstitutional anyway you look at it. Federal jurisdiction to legislate for the several states does not exist.
They have no legislation for ordering you to have a identification card, health card, and so forth, but they
know the people are ignorant to the Law, so therefore by ignorance of the people, the government is allowed
to freely at will keep coming up with forms of taxation against the American people. Birth Certificates
proves that you are national property of the International Banks. The birth certificate thus becomes a form of
theft, the theft of the child’s true identity as a free child of God to a servant of the State. By affixing a
national seal of approval to a child, the state denies the freedom, rights, and dignity that God has ordained in
the scriptures. You don't need proof that you were born, you breathing is proof enough for these hypocrites.
By requiring a license, the state is claiming complete control and ownership over your liberty, and property.
Christ's assembly does not exist on paper, but in the hearts of men, and is expressed in their outward acts.
Because there is no breath of Life from God in such pieces of paper, we should not look to them for any
authority for doing anything. Each of us is a sovereign and each one of us was given unalienable rights by
God we do not need to have our birth registered.
Firstly, there is a vast legal difference between a State issued "Birth Certificate Ceryificate of Birth" and a
"Certified copy of a live birth". A Certifivcate, as used today, is not lawfully the same as a certified copy. A
Birth Certificate is issued by the State to conform with federal requirements under the purported necessity of
'vital statistics'. In Florida State, for example, the Florida Department of Health (alk/a HRS), Office of Vital
Statistics, issues these statutory certificates. The names are spelled in all capital letters and conform to federal
'law' regulations.
Prior to the 1860's, the only certification of a birth came from the church, not the State or government. The
church required two Christian witnesses to attest to, by their signatures and seals, the birth, be it a live birth
or a stillborn birth. The church viewed that living or dead, the birth was to be attested to under affirmation
before God.
The following is from Webster's 1828 Dictionary:
certificate, n. 2. In a more particular sense, the written declaration, under the hand or seal or both, of some
public officer, to be used as evidence in a court, or to substantiate a fact. A certificate of this kind may be
considered as given under the oath of office. 3. Trial by certificate, is where the evidence of the person
certifying is the only proper criterion of the point in dispute, as when the issue is whether a person was absent
in the army; this is tried by the certificate of the Mareschall of the army, in writing under his seal.
certify, v.t. 1. To testify to in writing; to make a declaration in writing, under hand, or hand and seal, to make
known or establish a fact. 2. To give certain information to; applied to persons. We have sent and certified
the king -Ezra 4. 3. To give certain information of; applied to things. This is designed to certif-y those things
that are confirmed of Gods favor. It is followed by of, after the person, and before the thing told; as, I
certified you of the fact.
From the Merriam-Webster 1998 Dictionary, one hundred sixty years later:
certificate, noun. Middle English certificat, from Middle French, from Medieval Latin certificatum, from
Late Latin, neuter of certificatus, past participle of certificare, to certify, 15th century. 1. a document
containing a certified statement especially as to the truth of something; specifically: a document certifying
that one has fulfilled the requirements of and may practice in a field. 2. something serving the same end as a
certificate. 3. a document evidencing ownership or debt <a certificate of deposit>.
certify, transitive verb. Inflected Form(s): -fied; -fy-ing. Middle English certifien, from Middle French
certifier, from Late Latin certificare, from Latin certus certain -- more at CERTAIN. 14th century. 1. to attest
authoritatively: as a. CONFIRM b. to present in formal communication c. to attest as being true or as
represented or as meeting a standard d. to attest officially to the insanity of. 2. to inform with certainty:
ASSURE. 3. to guarantee (a personal check) as to signature and amount by so indicating on the face.

To 'certify' is to testify to in writing: to make known or establish as a fact. The word is not essential to a
'certificate'. - State v. Schwin, 65 Wis. 213 (1886).
By looking at the defamations and cite above, it's clear that a certificate is a document, issued by a public
officer, i.e., the government, to substantiate a fact of legal privilege. In contrast, to certify, as in a certified
copy, is to attest as to the truth in the manner of a confirmation by witness signatures and seals before
Almighty God.

Redeem Your Birth Certificate
The Birth Certificate Bond Explained
The Certificate Of Registration of Live Birth is By Banking Definition Termed “A Certificated Security” The
application they made was known as “an application for a live birth certificate” and what issued from this
application was known as a “birth certificate.”
…the ‘company’, the “United States” kept the original application and gave your parents a copy of a birth
certificate.
There is no real gain, therefore no income, therefore no income tax.
The application they made was known as “an application for a live birth certificate” and what issued from
this application was known as a “birth certificate” This created what is known as a “foreign situs trust
account”.
Also when we filled out the Form SS-5 we ‘allowed’ the ‘company’ access to our account, our check book as
it were, the pre-paid account that was set-up when our birth certificate issued. We gave them permission as
signers to write checks on our account, and they do all the time. Keep in mind, this is the same account the
bankers fractionalized and created huge, almost unlimited sums of “money”, and we became ‘co-business
partners’, with the ‘company’. They are able to access and use our pre-paid account, for whatever they deem
necessary.
…the ‘company’ then took the application and pledged your future labor as a guarantee for payment to the
bankers, also known as the International Monetary Fund (IMF). The bankers gave the company a credit for
your application against the amount that the company owed the bankers, which at the time of your birth, was
worth close to 1 million dollars. This transaction is what is referred to as a “money of account” transaction,
as no real money changed hands. It was simply an accounting entry against the debt owed to the bankers, by
the company.
Deception?
The bankers then took the [your] application, and used fractional banking lending. It is the birth certificate
that is proof that an application was submitted. It is the application that is the real negotiable instrument and
the birth certificate proves there is a negotiable instrument being used in commerce -- to borrow money.
HUH? What is that you say?
#8230; fractional banking If a [your] birth certificate is worth, say, 1 million, the bank can loan that same 1
million out as many as 9 times, thus making the [your] birth certificate worth 9 million; and it keeps going,
going and going.

Redeem Your Birth Certificate
How to Get Your Title back!
Right now, even though they have no legal right or claim or lien, the bankers control your “title” / birth
certificate.
…you are the only one who can go to the ‘bank’ and redeem and regain control of the [your] birth certificate.
Just like the car. The car gives value to the title to the car. You give value to the title, the [your] birth
certificate.
Without you, the birth certificate is worthless.

Authentication of Your Birth Certificate
When you receive your Authentication from the U.S. Department of State your actions establish you as a
sovereign (a creditor). You are from “without the United States” a foreign country.
Authentication of Public Documents:
When a document is to be used in a foreign country, it may be necessary to have the document authenticated.
An authentication certifies the signature and the capacity of the official who has executed the document. The
authentication may also authenticate the seal of the official.
• A Certificate of Authentication is issued by the Your Secretary of State to authenticate public
document for use in any country which is not a member of the 1961 Hague Convention Abolishing
the Requirement of Legalization for Foreign Public Documents.
• An Apostille or Certificate of Authentication issued by the Your Secretary of State is a one-page
document with a laser printed facsimile of your Department of State Seal. Both the Apostille and
Certificate of Authentication include the facsimile signature your Secretary of State or his/her deputy.
Please Note: Certificates of Authentication may also require an additional certification from the United
States Department of State prior to submission to the foreign country.
Learn about your birth certificate, and the almost unlimited value associated with it.
You can regain control by authenticating your birth certificate at U.S. Department of State, Washington, DC.
For complete information on how to own your “title” / birth certificate. Order Redeem Your Birth Certificate
Information $35.00
See Also: Why is the guy in jail?
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